
a set of clothes worn for a special 
occassion 適合特定場合的服裝
a game in which there is a winner ⽐賽
to join in an activity 參加
to complain about something 發牢騷
feeling angry or unhappy because someone has something that
you want 妒忌
to be seen no more 消失
a large, strong box ⼤箱⼦
a room just below the roof of a house 閣樓
to be shiny 閃爍
having a sharp end 尖的
a flat surface in which you can see yourself 鏡⼦
a special stick with magical power 魔法棒
very naughty 淘氣的
spoken words that are thought to have magic power 咒語
to laugh like a child 咯咯地笑
right away ⽴刻
to take advantage of someone unfairly 利⽤
a setup for catching animals 陷阱
a room under the ground floor of a building 地下室
very unpleasant 令⼈作嘔的
to shut the door with a loud noise 猛地關⾨
to fall down or roll over 跌倒
to come down from above 著陸
a large monster in children’s stories who eats children 吃⼈巨妖
to tear or be torn 撕開
to throw something carelessly 扔出
talking about yourself proudly ⾃吹⾃擂的
to have a strong liking for something 喜歡

costume (n)

contest (n)
take part (phr)
grumble (v)
jealous (adj)

disappear (v)
trunk (n)
attic (n)
glint (v)
pointed (adj)
mirror (n)
wand (n)
mischievous (adj)
spell (n)
giggle (v)
immediately (adv)
use (v)
trap (n)
cellar (n)
disgusting (adj)
slam (v)
tumble (v)
land (v)
ogre (n)
rip (v)
chuck (v)
boastful (adj)
be fond of (phr)

The costume contest
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feeling ashamed or uncomfortable 尷尬的
to train an animal so that it is not dangerous any more 馴服
an unimportant lie ⼩謊

embarrassed (adj)
tame (v)
fib (n)
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very dirty 骯髒的
turned bad 腐壞的
extremely smelly 發惡臭的

mucky (adj)
rotten (adj)
stinky (adj)

36
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lightning (n)
electricity (n)
thunder (n)
shortcut (n)
antenna (n)

a flash of bright light in the sky during a storm 閃電
a form of energy caused by charged particles 電
a loud noise caused by air expanding during lightning 雷聲
a route shorter than the usual one 捷徑
a wire or rod used to receive signals 天線

an oval nut with an outer part shaped like a cup 橡⼦
a nut with a wrinkled two-lobed seed and a hard shell 合桃
a smooth brown oval nut 美國合桃
to bite or chew repeatedly 啃咬

acorn (n)
walnut (n)
pecan (n)
gnaw (v)

40
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40
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steering wheel
(n)

a wheel in the car that is used to control the direction of motion
⽅向盤


